SW 531 Trauma Theory and Practice  
CRN 22157, Section #001  
3 credit hours  
Spring 2019

Prerequisites: SW 510, 512, 513, 517, 519, 520, 522, 537, 538, 539  
Comment(s): Advanced Standing satisfies prerequisites.

Instructor: Amy Green, MSSW, LMSW  
Phone: 615-988-0346  
Email: athoma87@utk.edu  
Office Hours: By appointment only.

Code of Conduct
It is the student's responsibility to have read the College of Social Work Ethical Academic and Professional Conduct Code that is in the College of Social Work MSSW Handbook (www.csw.utk.edu). Students are also expected to sign and adhere to the Social Work Field Placement Code of Conduct.

Honor Statement
An essential feature of The University of Tennessee is a commitment to maintaining an atmosphere of intellectual integrity and academic honesty. As a student of the University, I pledge that I will neither knowingly give nor receive any inappropriate assistance in academic work, thus affirming my own personal commitment to honor and integrity. (Hilltopics).

University Civility Statement
Civility is genuine respect and regard for others: politeness, consideration, tact, good manners, graciousness, cordiality, affability, amiability and courteousness. Civility enhances academic freedom and integrity, and is a prerequisite to the free exchange of ideas and knowledge in the learning community. Our community consists of students, faculty, staff, alumni, and campus visitors. Community members affect each other's well-being and have a shared interest in creating and sustaining an environment where all community members and their points of view are valued and respected. Affirming the value of each member of the university community, the campus asks that all its members adhere to the principles of civility and community adopted by the campus: http://civility.utk.edu/.

Disability
If you need course adaptations or accommodations because of a documented disability or if you have emergency information to share, please contact The University of Tennessee, Knoxville Student Disability Services office at 100 Dunford Hall (865) 974-6087. This will ensure that you are properly registered for services.
Dimensions of Diversity

The College of Social Work and the University of Tennessee welcome and honor all people. In accordance with the U.S. National Association of Social Workers (NASW) and the U.S. Council on Social Work Education (CSWE 2015 Educational Policy Statement), “the dimensions of diversity are understood as the intersectionality of multiple factors including” age, class, color, culture, mental or physical disability and ability, ethnicity, gender, gender expression, gender identity, immigration status, marital status, national origin, political ideology, race, regionality, religion and spirituality, sex, sexual orientation, and tribal sovereign status. The College values intellectual curiosity, pursuit of knowledge, and academic freedom and integrity. “A person’s diverse life experiences may include oppression, poverty, marginalization, and alienation as well as privilege, power, and acclaim” (CSWE 2015 Educational Policy Statement). The College of Social Work promotes social justice and social change, and strives to end discrimination, oppression, poverty, and other forms of social injustice.

Course Rationale, Description, and Organization

Childhood trauma, including maltreatment and witnessed violence, can be extremely detrimental to the development of children and adolescents, potentially resulting in lifelong neurophysiological changes. The profoundly negative effect of cumulative childhood stressors, known as Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), across the lifespan is also well known. Adults are not immune from traumas, including sexual violence and exploitation, other interpersonal violence, assault, combat, witnessed violence, and many more, and may also struggle afterwards with significant posttraumatic effects. The 21st Century has also seen a different scale of tragedies—9/11; Katrina; use of the Internet to engage in sexual exploitation; immigrants coming from countries wreaked by war and genocide; sexual slavery, infectious diseases, and manmade/natural disasters such as tsunamis, cyclones, and earthquakes. This expanding scale of tragedies—at least the knowledge of such tragedies—has prompted much needed research on the effects of disasters, catastrophic trauma, community violence, and sexual exploitation, among many others, along with new evidence-based practices (EBPs) and practice guidelines. More information is also available concerning trauma related to accidents, combat, invasive medical procedures, traumatic grief, and many other types of trauma. This knowledge spans theoretical, psychological, neurophysiological, systems, and other literature.

The purpose of this course is to immerse students in the knowledge base regarding trauma and its effects, including the neuroscience of trauma, as well as issues related to working ethically and effectively with child, adolescent, and adult victims of child maltreatment, interpersonal traumas, manmade/natural disasters, and other types of chronic stress and trauma. This course embeds the student within a theoretical and neurophysiological understanding of trauma, its effects, and trauma-informed evidence-based treatments. The primary modes for gaining such an understanding of trauma and how to work with its victims is through case examples supplemented with salient readings regarding the epigenetics and neuroscience of trauma, trauma-informed evidence-based practices, and others. This course pays particular attention to cultural status, including race/ethnicity,
gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, disability status, and others in understanding and working with traumatized victims and survivors within a strengths perspective. This course presents information that is applicable to both EBIP and OL students.

**Course Competencies**

By the end of the course, students will be able to:

1. Demonstrate an understanding of neurophysiological, epigenetic, psychological, relational, and other effects of maltreatment, other trauma, and chronic stress on children, adolescents, and adults, as well as the theories that support them. (EBIP 9.1)
   
   *Content: neurophysiological effects of maltreatment and trauma in children, adolescents, & adults as compared to normative neurophysiological development; epigenetic changes among chronically stressed and traumatized individuals; developmental, ecological, transactional framework for modeling knowledge of maltreatment and trauma; psychological effects of maltreatment and trauma in children, adolescents, and adults; psychological, relational, and other effects of trauma and chronic stress in children, adolescents, and adult.*

2. Critically analyze, assess the cultural sensitivity of, and apply theories of coping, stress, oppression, trauma, attachment, resilience, and adverse childhood experiences that assist in conceptualizing and understanding the effects of maltreatment, violence, chronic stress, and other trauma on children, adolescents, adults, families, and other client systems. (EBIP 9.1)
   
   *Content: theories specific to coping, stress, oppression, trauma, attachment, resilience, and adverse childhood experiences to include, minimally, Hobfoll’s dual axis model of coping, Hobfoll’s conservation of resources, the stress-diathesis model, mundane extreme environmental stressors, weathering, attachment theory, theory of mind, different conceptualizations of resilience (Werner, Perry, Masten, Rutter, Ungar), theories of violence (feminist, conflict theory), Porges polyvagal theory, complex PTSD, developmental trauma, traumatic grief; cultural sensitivity of aforementioned theories.*

3. Understand, differentiate, identify, and apply dynamics and theories pertaining to various types of trauma within a culturally relevant context. (EBIP 9.1)
   
   *Content: child maltreatment (physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse, neglect, Munchausen’s by Proxy [facetious disorder imposed on another], failure to thrive, witnessed murder & other violence, abuse in cults, traumatic loss & grief; iatrogenic abuse, other childhood trauma, adult survivors of childhood abuse, domestic violence (interpersonal violence), sexual assault, gang and other inner city/rural violence,*
combat trauma, historical/generational trauma, natural disaster, catastrophic trauma, other adult trauma.

4. Critique and appropriately apply cultural sensitive evidence-based methods of assessment and intervention for resolving the effects of trauma in children, adolescents, adults, families, and other client systems. (EBIP 7.1, 9.1)
   **Content:** EBPs for assessing and working with children (Neurosequential Model of Therapeutics, TF-CBT, Attachment, self-Regulation, and Competence, Circle of Security, Attachment & Biobehavioral Catchup, dissociation-focused therapies, Real Life Heroes), adolescents (EMDR, DBT, TARGET, SPARCS, Integrative Treatment of Complex Trauma, Skills Training in Affective and Interpersonal Regulation/Narrative Story-Telling), adults (staged models of Briere & van der Kolk, Cognitive Processing Therapy, Prolonged Exposure, Seeking Safety), and families (Psychological First Aid, Parent-Child Interaction Therapy), and others; trusted websites with information about evidence-based practices (SAMHSA, NCTSN, and PTSD.VA, California Clearinghouse).

5. Critique cultural, institutional, political/policy, and legal issues and debates, and demonstrate familiarity with social work values and ethics as they relate to trauma assessment, intervention, and prevention with children, adolescents, adults, families, and larger systems. (EBIP 5.1)
   **Content:** Cultural issues when working with maltreated and traumatized children, adolescents, adults, and families; NASW competencies for working with child maltreatment; victim advocate policies; national and state laws regarding child maltreatment, rape, assault, and other types of trauma-based criminal actions; current debates and issues such as those regarding whether children lie, fallibility of memories, the role of fathers in the child welfare system, institutionalized mother-blaming and nonoffending parents, children of color as overrepresented in the child welfare system; dissociative disorders; the impact of managed care on clinically appropriate treatment for children, adolescents, and adults; importance of practitioner self-awareness when working with children, adolescents, and adults; policy issues in working with maltreated and traumatized children, adolescents, families, and adults; content-specific social work values and ethics.

6. Describe and understand the characteristics of culturally sensitive trauma-informed systems. (MLCP 8.1, 9.1)
   **Content:** trauma-informed systems; Sanctuary Model; working with child welfare.

**Learning Environment**

This class is an online, asynchronous class. The student is a co-creator of the learning experience and environment. It is the purpose of this class to provide knowledge and
access to resources that will serve as a springboard for class collaboration. This course is designed to balance the maximum flexibility in scheduling with a high degree of academic rigor. To accomplish this, the course utilizes multiple technologies to ensure that you receive the most from your education. The course may include PowerPoint, discussion boards, reading assignments, assignments involving social media, online activities, and online presentations. This format also requires that the learner structure their time to ensure that all course readings are completed by the class for which they are assigned. It should also be noted that due to the absence of actual in-class time, the reading requirements are often larger than those of a face to face class.

The Office of Information Technology (OIT) is available to assist students with Canvas and other computer-related issues. OIT’s phone number is 865-974-9900. Please contact their office with any Canvas-related concerns.

Required Texts

The following books/resources are required for the course and may be purchased from the usual book sellers:

TEXTS AND REQUIRED READINGS

Textbooks, Required


Recommended Books


**Required Readings**

For each week, required papers will provide greater depth or breadth and address specific issues. These papers are available as .pdf files and can be downloaded from the Canvas site. Due to the nature of the course, the instructor reserves the right to add or amend readings as needed. New readings and amendments will also be available on the course website. Because we can only scratch the surface of the important literature, a supplemental bibliography is provided at the end of the syllabus so that you can peruse areas of further interest to you.

**Student Responsibilities**

When working with traumatized individuals, practitioners can do far more harm than good if they are naïve to the knowledge base. As such, students are expected to prepare adequately for discussion board and collaborative components of the class. This entails that students not only read the required material, but that they also critically consider the material.

Other student responsibilities include: (1) active participation; (2) completion of all required readings; (3) preparation for and participation in activities contributing to knowledge; (4) timely completion of assignments; and (5) feedback to the instructor.

**Policies**

1. Even though this is an online class, participation is considered a vital part of the learning experience in this class. Participation is expected through live zoom attendance and meaningful participation in group activities. If you are unable to participate in a timely manner, please email me as soon as possible at athoma87@utk.edu.

2. Other expectations that will be reflected in your participation grade are participation in learning environment, including but not limited to online class discussions. Discussions will begin with the assumption that you have read the articles, as I consider the required readings a jumping off point for further discussions. As such, I will not always mention all required readings during the class. This, however, does not relieve you of the responsibility for knowing this material, as it will put you at a disadvantage for the class work, the assignments, and for your practice.

3. The class learning environment depends upon student willingness to take responsibility for the class culture. Vibrant and exciting class learning environments are those in which students consistently contribute positive behaviors conducive to a positive class culture (e.g., active involvement in class discussions, a curious and
querying state of mind, respect for others in the class), and hence learning environment, and consistently refrain from behaviors that detract from such a culture and environment (e.g., being unprepared).

4. All written work must be typewritten and double-spaced. Assignments are to be presented in a scholarly manner and well-documented by referencing the supporting literature. Papers are to be free of mechanical flaws, including errors in grammar or spelling. Bibliographic references must conform to American Psychological Association (APA) style, 6th edition. Points will be deducted for grammatical errors. Please proofread your work. Both presentation and content will be considered in evaluating assignments.

5. The quickest way to get in touch is by email (athoma87@utk.edu). I am happy to set up a meeting with you in person, over the phone or through Skype at any time to discuss your work, the class, or issues in this area. Please feel free to utilize me, especially if you are having problems in the class or if you need more guidance on a paper.

6. I am consistently available, either by phone (615-988-0346) or email (athoma87@utk.edu). The quickest way to get in touch with me is by email, or you may call my office phone and leave a message, which then rolls over to my email. I am happy to set up a meeting with you at any time to discuss your work, the class, or issues in this area. Please feel free to utilize me, especially if you are having problems in the class or if you need more guidance on an assignment. I am happy to work with you and make sure I am available via email (initially) given the sensitive nature of the class.

7. In online classes you must be the only person in the physical room (because of the sensitive nature of the class), should not be in conversations with persons outside the classroom either in person or online, should not be at work or at your internship unless your sole function there at that time is attending the class (i.e., you may not do work- or internship-related activities, should not have children come in and out of the room so they can hear what is being said (which will often be inappropriate for children), nor engage in anything or do anything that you would not do in a face-to-face class at the school. Persons engaged in any activities such of this will be penalized on their participation grade to the extent they violate these normal standards of behavior.

**Sensitive Nature of Class**

Because of the sensitive nature of this class, issues of a personal nature may arise for students during the semester. Students who were themselves abused/neglected or otherwise traumatized or who have a close relationship with a victim may find some of the content especially difficult. Because of the difficulty of some of the topics, students who have not personally suffered child maltreatment may also experience some distress during the course of the semester. Because the personal affects practice, it is essential that students have methods for addressing issues that arise.
We will address the difficulty of the material in a number of ways. In our first class period, we will talk about how you can take care of yourself while taking this class. Here are some suggestions, both for what you can do this semester and what you can do in the future to take care of yourself.

1. Pair up with another person (or persons) in this class (or outside of this class) with whom you are comfortable sharing sensitive and personal material. Plan a time weekly when you can address issues that arise for you from taking this class. Alternately, you might want to find a group of individuals with whom you can occasionally process material from this class. Remember as well that this material may also be difficult for the person with whom you talk.

2. Keep a journal to allow time to process the material in this class and its effect upon you.

3. Plan some downtime after doing the readings so that you can distance yourself from the material before going to sleep.

4. Make sure that significant others in your life are aware that you are taking this course and that it often deals with very hard material. Let them support you when you need it.

5. Make sure to plan some time each week that allows you to get away from this material. This could be “silly” time, sports time, physical exercise, or any method that allows you a release.

6. If you are a survivor of abuse or other significant trauma, you are probably already aware that this class may bring up personal issues for you. Give special attention to how you will address those issues. If you are not working with a therapist, you might want to consider doing so for a brief period. Otherwise, please consider whom you can talk with about the effect of this class on you. Both now and as a future clinician you will need to have resources for working with difficult material. The other unique issue you will face as a clinician is the entanglement of your issues with those of the client. Good supervision, insight, and a previous working-through process for your own abuse will be important for working with other survivors, including children or adolescents.

7. Set up a time to meet with me so we can strategize about how to attend to your needs over the semester. We will also have certain practices in class designed to allow for the difficulty of the material. Because part of what we must learn as clinicians working with survivors is how to maintain appropriate boundaries with our clients, however, class time will be devoted to the development of the professional. This practice is not meant to negate or minimize your experience, but to stress the importance of setting up in advance ways of taking care of yourself this semester. If you need help considering how to do this, please set up an appointment with me.

**Plagiarism**

It is assumed that all of your work is original and that you are aware of appropriate citation rules. If you are not completely familiar with citation rules, please review them at the UT
Library web site: http://www.lib.utk.edu/instruction/learnhow/. This web site has other tutorials as well on how to use the library effectively, search strategies, etc., that may be of help. Please be aware that copying material verbatim from the web is considered plagiarism unless it is appropriately cited as verbatim material. Blackboard now provides the means for submitted papers, through SafeAssign, to be automatically scanned to determine if they include plagiarized material. Please plan to submit your paper through SafeAssign. You are welcome to edit your group assessment paper as a group, but please do not ask other students outside of your group in this class to read your paper prior to submission. On Canvas there is information about a free writing resource for students.

**Course Requirements**

**Quizzes (Best 11 out of 12 at 4 points each):**

Due: 1/16, 1/23, 1/30, 2/6, 2/13, 2/20, 2/27, 3/6, 3/13, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10

(C.C. 1 – 6, DI: knowledge, skills, cognitive and affective processes)

Short quizzes will be given online for 12 out of the 13 weeks and will need to be taken prior to class. The best 11 scores of the 12 quizzes will count towards the final grade. Students will have 30 minutes for each quiz. These quizzes are not meant to be difficult if preparing appropriately for class. These quizzes may cover all required materials for that week, including required readings, websites, videos (themes rather than details), and exercises. Please note: Quiz #1 covers material from Week 2 (Laura). You will need to read all materials prior to taking the quizzes. These quizzes will be 8 – 10 items each. Students may use required material and notes when taking the quizzes.

**Self-Care Reflections (12 at 1 point each):**

Due: 1/16, 1/23, 1/30, 2/6, 2/13, 2/20, 2/27, 3/6, 3/13, 3/27, 4/3, 4/10

(C.C. 1; DI: cognitive and affective processes)

Please write a brief (less than one page) reflection on how you are taking care of yourself this semester. Due to the sensitive nature of this course, it is imperative that you develop a strict self-care plan for yourself. If you plan to work with the traumatized population after
graduation, it will be important for you to maintain this self-care plan as well and alter if needed. Please try new things. These reflections should not be the same each week.

**Group Project (20 points total)**

(C.C. 1-6, DI: knowledge, cognitive and affective processes)

**Due: 1/30, 2/27, 3/7, 4/10**

Students will be randomly divided into groups of 3-4 students for a group project on a trauma-related topic of their choice. This group project will culminate in no more than a 25-minute professional-quality presentation to the class. Since this is an online course, the presentation will be in the format of either a recorded zoom or YouTube video. The topic is not to be a regurgitation of what is covered in class. Instead, for all the topics discussed in class, it is impossible to cover them adequately in depth or breadth. If your group wishes to present something related to a topic discussed in class, you must be clear about how it will present original information and what that information is. Regardless of the topic, cultural sensitivity must be addressed. You are also to address any current debates or issues related to the topic.

The project will occur in stages.

1) **By January 23rd, 2019**, groups (one member only but copied to all) must submit a brief paragraph indicating the group's topic and the areas within that topic that will be covered. This will be an iterative process as I work with you to make sure the topic and what you wish to cover is neither too broad nor too narrow. Please send this to my school email.

2) **Two weeks before** your group’s presentation, you must hand in an abbreviated (2 or 3 sentences for each reference) annotated bibliography that covers all approved areas of the topic you will be presenting. The purpose of this step is to make sure that you are reviewing the appropriate literature for that topic. (1 point)

3) **One week before** your group’s presentation, you must hand in a tentative outline that breaks out the structure for each person’s part of the presentation. (1 point)

4) **On the day of your presentation**, one group member must turn into Canvas:

   - The PowerPoint presentation.
   - Any other handout/ relevant information you would like for your classmates to have.
   - How the work on the presentation was divided up, including the work each person did on the annotated bibliography, outline, presentation, and any other work involved in the presentation.
   - A complete list of your final references in APA 6 style. (Make sure content is properly cited on slides.)
- One Discussion Board question to the class related to your presentation.
- Please post your recorded presentation and your Discussion Board question to the corresponding Discussion Board.

For the presentation, you are to locate the best scientific information available on your topic, and to critically assess the knowledge in a culturally sensitive manner.

NOTE: The professor reserves the right to rearrange the dates of presentation for the different groups dependent upon the group topics.

**Locating the Professional Literature**

The professional literature is primarily found in reputable professional journals. These papers are peer reviewed before they are accepted for publication, giving you some assurance of the quality of the paper. There are obviously other sources, including professional books, publications by the government, etc.

To search this literature base, one of the best set of sources is the search engines available through the library. The primary one we have available is PsycInfo, although others are also useful depending upon the topic, and One Search (in our library) now locates many of the papers on PsycInfo, although not all. Another important database is the one provided by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (http://www.calib.com/nccanch/database). For systematic reviews, the Cochrane Collaboration has several that are applicable to class content. Other important websites with professional-quality information are nctsn.org and ptsd.va.gov. There are also places where you will most likely not locate the professional literature. First are lay magazines for general use, although there are infrequent exceptions. The other is general internet websites, except for sites of reputable state or federal organizations or academics. Most agencies with websites tend to borrow literature from experts, with or without providing the source. Because of this, it is important not to use information from most agencies’ websites unless the quality of their material is above reproach. Even then, referencing the actual study or peer-reviewed paper is better. If you do take information off the web, please justify the quality of the information in your list of references or presentation. If you cannot do so, it is best not to use it.

**Grading criteria for presentation:**

The presentation will be assessed on the quality of the information presented, its breadth and depth given the time allowed, its organization, its ability to identify and reference the essential papers in the knowledge base, and the insight exhibited.

An A presentation: (a) will do an excellent job of presenting, interpreting, and critically analyzing the knowledge base, both empirical and theoretical; (b) will present and utilize much of the important available literature, exhibiting a keen understanding and conceptualization of that knowledge base; (c) will not overlap with course content; (d) will be an insightful critical analysis throughout; (e) will be well-organized; (f) will be culturally
sensitive in how it is presented and will have at least a short section specific to cultural sensitivity as it relates to that topic; and (g) will insightfully address any current issues or debates in the literature on this topic.

A grade of B+ or A- will not meet the standards for an A presentation but exceeds the standards for a B presentation.

A B presentation: (a) may review the literature well although the interpretation and critical analysis of the literature may not be strong; (b) and may not adequately utilize the best available literature, and may exhibit a good understanding and conceptualization of that knowledge base; (c) if it overlaps with class content, will do so minimally; (d) exhibits less insight and a weaker critical analysis of the content; (e) may be more poorly organized; (f) will be mostly culturally sensitive in how it is presented and will have at least a short section specific to cultural sensitivity as it relates to that topic; and (g) will address any current issues or debates in the literature on this topic. This presentation is considered to be of average quality. Presentations may also be awarded a B if they meet expectations for a higher grade but are incomplete or too short.

A C presentation: (a) may be incomplete; (b) does only an adequate job of presenting the literature, does not interpret or critically analyze the literature, and/or does not use the best available literature; (c) may overlap consistently with class content; (d) exhibits minimal insight; (e) is disorganized; (f) may be culturally insensitive; and (g) may not present current debates or issues.

A D or lower presentation has significant problems throughout and achieves none of the goals of critical analysis, insight, organization, critical sensitivity, issues and debates, and the best available literature.

**Group Assessment Paper (20 points)**

(C.C. 1, 2, 3, 4; D.I.: knowledge, skills)

**Due: 04/03/19**

Students will self-divide into groups of 3 members each. Your group will complete an assessment of Mia in Fontaine and Fontaine’s, *Comeback: A mother and daughter’s journey through hell and back*. This assessment will encompass early childhood through adolescence. It will be an approximately 12-page (not including title page, abstract (optional), and references) paper that is a neurophysiological and biopsychosocial assessment with a focus on effects of the traumas. In other words, you are to address
physical, social and psychological effects of the trauma as well as the possible neurophysiological damage that might explain specific of Mia’s behaviors. For all, it is important to provide examples to support your statements. For example, if it appeared that a trauma survivor were having difficulty integrating the verbal narrative of the trauma with the affective and sensory parts of the trauma (i.e., the person’s narrative was mood-incongruent), the paper would include an example from the book that supported your belief. The paper might then go on to hypothesize that the corpus callosum in that individual is smaller and less dense, which could result in the lesser communication between the left and right hemispheres that might account for this person’s mood-incongruent narrative of the trauma.

Because this is an academic paper, it will not be written as you might write a clinical assessment in the field. Instead, the purpose of this paper is to exhibit your understanding and insight into why Mia might respond as she does. For example, why does she run away, why does she use drugs, self-injure, and walk in front of cars? Why does she think and feel as she does at times? Therefore, this paper is less about what she does than about why she does it. By being able to exhibit insight into conscious or unconscious neurobiological and/or psychological motivations/ reasons for her behavior, you are exhibiting an understanding of the neuroscience of trauma as well as theories that provide perspective as to why certain behaviors occur. For example, Pavlov would say that his dog drools when he rings the bell because the dog was previously conditioned to do so by pairing the bell with eating. It is this level of insight you should strive to attain in this paper.

Please use the following format for the paper.

A. Brief (1 paragraph) introduction to the paper. Please do not use this paragraph to present Mia’s history. Since we have both read the book, you need not relate it. This opening paragraph is simply to introduce the purpose of the paper.

B. Bulk of the paper: This portion of the paper is your assessment of the effects of the traumas on Mia and her attachment-related concerns, and how you understand them. For example, at a young age Mia began to exhibit sexual acting out behaviors. You could mention an example exemplifying this behavior and then explain how you think this behavior can best be explained. The most basic explanation would be that she is exhibiting this behavior because she was sexually abused. The more compelling explanation, and the one that demonstrates your greater insight, is the process (social, psychological, or neurophysiological) that explains how behavior acted out on her previously now becomes the behavior she acts out. The better papers will exhibit the greater insight into her abuse-related behaviors and how they might be explained.

In this section, please do not use lengthy discussions of the processes you believe explain some of her behavior. For example, you might find an example of dissociation or a sensitized stress response. You do not need to elaborate at length on these processes to show your understanding of them. Instead, your ability to apply processes such as this to appropriate examples in the book will indicate to me that you understand the concept. Please make sure to use citations when you make
factual statements (e.g., those with avoidant attachment tend to deflect responsibility from themselves to others). This applies for required readings, texts, or supplemental materials. To gain full insight into Mia’s affect, cognition, and behavior, you will likely need to look beyond the required readings for the course.

Students sometimes struggle with how to organize the paper. Perhaps the easiest and most coherent way to organize this paper is by developmental stage. Doing so also helps students to conceptualize the effects/behaviors Mia experiences within a unique developmental stage.

C. The final brief (2 – 3 paragraphs) section is a summary of the treatment you recommend based on your assessment of Mia. Please consider the treatment you would recommend based on her presentation during her adolescent years.

Grading criteria include:

- Correct identification of the effects of the trauma and attachment issues across physical, social, psychological, and neurophysiological domains, with pertinent examples.
- Insightful understanding of why (the process by which) she is experiencing these specific effects.
- Appropriate interventions that address concerns in the assessment.
- Well-written paper without grammatical and spelling errors

**Participation (4 points)**

**Ongoing throughout the semester**

(C.C. 1-6; D.I.: knowledge, skills, cognitive and affective processes)

To receive full credit for participation, please participate in the Discussion Board posts by your classmates after their Group Project. You are required to review your classmates’ presentations, then participate in their Discussion Board activity for full credit.

**Late Assignments**

Late assignments will be accepted for credit with prior authorization from the course instructor. Two (2) points will be deducted for each day the assignment is late.

**Grading**

A = (95-100) Outstanding/ Superior: Exceptional performance. Consistently exceeds expectations.
B+ = (90-94) Very Good: Student consistently meets, and occasionally exceeds, normal expectations for the course.

B = (85-89) Good: Student consistently meets normal expectations for the course.

C+ = (80-84) Average: There is unevenness in grasping course content. Student is inconsistent in meeting normal expectations for the course.

C = (75-79) Poor: There is lack of understanding of course content. Student does not meet course expectations.

F = (74-Below) Very Poor: There is a lack of attendance or incomplete assignments. Course expectations are not met.

Course Outline

** Please note that readings listed are due on the date listed. For example, all of the readings listed under Week 1 are due on January 17th, 2019.

**Week 1:** January 17, 2019   Introduction; Trauma-Informed Systems

Live ZOOM Session 2:30-4:30pm CDT

Content: Establishing a framework for assessment (ecological, transactional, developmental/neurophysiological); wellness; defining maltreatment and trauma. Trauma-informed systems and interventions.

Required Readings:

Perry (2006). Introduction (pp. 1 – 6).

van der Kolk (2014). Prologue: Facing trauma (pp. 1 – 6).


NOTE: Watch the Overview Video and read the information on the web page. You do not need to click on hyperlinks.


**Supplemental Reading:**


**Week 2: January 24, 2019**

**Due:** Quiz #1, Self-Care Reflection #1

**Laura: Attachment; Failure to thrive**

**Content:** Attachment; failure to thrive; responsive parenting with traumatized children; responsive parenting by traumatized parents; self- and mutual regulation; intergenerational transmission; attachment interventions. *Neurophysiology*—basic processes; reward system; sensitive periods; mirror neurons; plasticity; memory; use it or lose it; sequential development.

**Optional Readings:**

*If you are not very familiar with attachment theory and its propositions, I recommend reading the following materials. Attachment is a critical knowledge area for working with traumatized clients, children or adults. All assessments and treatment plans should consider attachment.*


**Required Readings:**


van der Kolk, Chapter 7. Getting on the same wavelength: Attachment and attunement (pp. 105-122).


http://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/briefs/inbrief_series/inbrief_early_childhood_mental_health/

NOTE: Watch the video, and read the web page or download the PDF and read it.

**Supplemental Readings:**


**Required Videos:**


*Secure, Insecure, Avoidant & Ambivalent Attachment in Mothers & Babies.*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRejV6f-Y3c

*Developing Attachment: Rejecting a Baby’s Distress*
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9u8ObYi_EB0

*Circle of Security* http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xH1CbC4No24

*John Aged 17 Months (45 minutes)* (Please be aware that this can be a challenging video to watch, as it is very sad. Please watch it at a suitable date and time.)

**Optional Videos:**
Attachment – Understanding the essential bond. American Museum of Natural History. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwxjfuPlArY

Required Exercise:

Complete Lesson 1, “Beginning with the Human Brain” of the Amazing Human Brain and Human Development, by the Child Trauma Academy. These weekly lessons provide greater depth to your understanding of the brain. You do not need to complete the assignments or take the quiz, although content may be on the weekly quiz.

Week 3: January 31, 2019

Due: Quiz #2, Self Care Reflection #2, Groups and topic for Group Project

Tina: Sexual abuse; Poverty

Content: Hobfoll’s theory on conservation of resources; sexual abuse; developmental trauma. Issues—working with impoverished & oppressed families. Neurophysiology—adaptation of brain to trauma; use-dependent development.

Required Readings:


Optional Readings:


**Required Video:**


**Required Exercise:**


**Week 4: February 7, 2019**

Due: Quiz #3, Self-Care Reflection #3

**Sandy: Witnessed murder & assault; traumatic grief; PTSD and Complex PTSD**

**Content:** Developmental trauma & types of treatment; PTSD and complex PTSD; traumatic grief; **Issues**—inappropriate, delayed, or no treatment for traumatized children. **Neurophysiology**—sensitization; tolerance; habituation; use-dependence; hyperarousal and dissociation.

**Required Readings:**


van der Kolk (2014). Chapter 2. Revolutions in understanding mind and brain (pp. 22-38).


**Supplemental Readings:**


**Required Website:**

*Fight and flight response: Play-by-play.* Learn Genetics:

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/cells/cellcom/  (video file)

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/cells/cellcom/  (Play-by-play.pdf)

**Required Exercise:**

Complete Lesson 3, “The Brain's Building Blocks” of the *Amazing Human Brain and Human Development*, by the Child Trauma Academy.


**Required Video:**


*NOTE: It appears that Bryan Post had a fake doctorate.* However, the other experts share great content. Please ignore the few times he is in the video and pay attention to the others.

**Week 5: February 14, 2019**
Due: Quiz #4, Self-Care Reflection #4, Group Project #1

Live ZOOM session 2:30-4:30pm CDT

Branch Davidian children: Loss of loved ones; Cults; Emotional abuse

**Content:** catastrophic trauma; needs of traumatized children; adaptive responses to maladaptive environment; nontherapeutic interventions. **Issues**—systemic responses to mass trauma; debriefing therapies; ACEs. **Neurophysiology**—cortisol; locus coeruleus; amygdala; plasticity; hippocampus.

**Required Readings:**


**Supplemental Reading:**


**Required Exercise:**

Complete Lesson 4, “Communication and Defense” of the *Amazing Human Brain and Human Development*, by the Child Trauma Academy.

**Required Video:**


**Optional Video:**

Felitti, V. (2006). *Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) study*. Academy on Violence and Abuse. (1 ½ hrs) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me07G3Erbw8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Me07G3Erbw8)

**Week 6: February 21, 2019**

Due: Quiz #5, Self-Care Reflection #5

**Leon: Emotional deprivation; Development of empathy; Antisocial personality disorder**

**Content:** Emotional deprivation; lack of empathy; early intervention; conduct disorder & antisocial personality disorder. **Issues**—working with mentally handicapped parents; offenders. **Neurophysiology**—patterned, repetitive stimuli; theory of mind; neurotransmitters; mirror neurons; butterfly effect.

**Required Readings:**


OR


OR


**Supplemental Reading**


**Required Exercise:**

Complete Lesson 5, “Plasticity, Memory, and Cortical Modulation in the Brain” of the *Amazing Human Brain and Human Development*, by the Child Trauma Academy.

**Required Video:**

Perry, B. (2008). *The neurosequential model of therapeutics: Practical applications for traumatized and maltreated children at home, in the school and in clinical settings.* *Part 1, Section 3*

**Week 7: February 28, 2019**

**Due:** Quiz #6, Self-Care Reflection #6, Group Projects #1 and #2

**Justin: Extreme neglect; Peter: Extreme neglect; Developmental regression**

**Content:** Orphanages; adoptive parents; alternative therapies; cross-level interventions; emotional deprivation; social coaching; factors related to resilience. **Issues**—intersection of trauma with medical system; supporting adoptive parents. **Neurophysiology**—patterned repetitive experiences; sequential development; rhythm-keeping functions; private speech; regression; use dependence; cortical atrophy; growth of brain; organization of brain; cortex.

**Required Readings:**

Perry (2006). Chapter 6. The boy who was raised as a dog (pp. 125 – 154).


Supplemental Readings:


Required Video:

Perry, B. (2008). The neurosequential model of therapeutics: Practical applications for traumatized and maltreated children at home, in the school and in clinical settings. Part 2, Section 1

Week 8: March 7, 2019

Due: Quiz #7, Self-Care Reflection #7, Group Project #2

Vernon children: Iatrogenic abuse; Coercive interviewing; James: Munchausen by proxy

Content: Coercive interviewing; undertrained professionals; therapies that harm; iatrogenic trauma and abuse; evidence-based practices; Munchausen by proxy syndrome; reactive attachment disorder. Issue—how to guard against doing harm; parent-blaming. Neurophysiology—memory retrievable; traumatic cues; hyperarousal; dissociation.

Required Readings:


van der Kolk (2014). Chapter 6. Losing your body, losing your self (pp. 87-103).


**Required Video:**

**Optional Video:**

*The teenage brain: A world of their own.* PBS (video)
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/teenbrain/view/

**Week 9: March 14, 2019**

Live ZOOM session 2:30-4:30pm CDT

Due: Quiz #8, Self-Care Reflection #8

**Amber: Self-injurious behaviors; Sexual abuse; Dissociation**

**Content:** Self-injurious behaviors; sexually provocative behaviors; self-hypnosis and breathing exercises. **Issue**—dissociative continuum. **Neurophysiology**—dissociation; endogenous opioids; traumatic cues; trauma and addiction; naltrexone; mirror neurons.

**Required Readings:**


**Supplemental Readings:**

*STAIR/NST.* (n/d). The National Child Traumatic Stress Network.


**Required Video:**


**Optional Video:**


**Intimate partner violence; Adult sexual assault; Stalking; Gangs; Other adult trauma**

**Content:** IPV; sexual assault definitions; stalking; violence against women; gangs; other traumas. **Issue:** Self-defense training for females; why victims of domestic violence do not leave. **Neurophysiology:** effects of repeated assault and terror on “captive” adult; effect of witnessed violence on children

**Required Readings:**


OR


**Supplemental Reading:**


**Required Video:** (may be assigned the week before)

**Week 10: March 28, 2019**

Due: Quiz #9, Self-Care Reflection #9

**Adult survivors of childhood abuse, neglect, and other adverse experiences**

**Content:** long-term effects of ACEs; treatment models for traumatized adults; complex trauma; complex PTSD; self-injury; substance use. **Issues:** Nonstigmatizing diagnoses for survivors of severe and early ACEs; length of treatment. **Neurophysiology:** effect of early, severe trauma on presentation of symptoms in adulthood; neurophysiology of symptoms of borderline personality disorder; affect- & state-normalizing effects of self-injury; substance use, dopamine, and endogenous opioids.
Required Readings:


Supplemental Readings:


Required Video: (may be assigned the week before)

Week 11: April 4, 2019
Due: Quiz #10, Self-Care Reflection #10, Group Project #3

Military trauma (Individuals and their Families); Grief and loss

**Content:** combat-related trauma; ptsd resulting from combat; special issues with families and veterans; treating combat-related traumatic memories; working with veterans and families; military sexual trauma; exposure-based methods of treatment. **Issues:** TBIs & PTSD; grave injuries. **Neurophysiology:** combat-related intrusive memories & flashbacks; exposure therapies and effect on brain.

**Required Readings:**

van der Kolk (2014). Chapter 1. Lessons from Vietnam veterans (pp. 7-21).


**Required Video:** *The Invisible War*

---

**Week 12: April 11, 2019**

Due: Quiz #11, Self-Care Reflection #11, Assessment Paper

Catastrophic trauma; historical trauma

**Content:** Catastrophic trauma; crisis intervention; Conservation of Resources theory; traumatic stress. **Issue**—lessons learned from response to Katrina. **Neurophysiology**—effect of catastrophic trauma on brain.
Required Readings:


Supplemental Readings:


Required Video: (may be assigned the week before)

Week 13: April 18, 2019

LAST CLASS!

Due: Quiz #12, Self-Care Reflection #12, Group Project #4

Live ZOOM Session, 2:30-4:30pm CDT

Healing communities; Summary
**Content: Intergenerational & cultural trauma;** Cross-level interventions; prevention and promotion of healthy behaviors; culturally sensitive practice. **Neurophysiology**—developing healthy brains.

**Required Readings:**


van der Kolk (2014). Epilogue: Choices to be made (pp. 347-356).


***Please note that the instructor reserves the right to make changes to what is covered in each session to ensure material is adequately covered***

**Other Recommended Readings:**


